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ABSTRACT
This demonstration presents HadoopViz;
an extensible
MapReduce-based system for visualizing Big Spatial Data.
HadoopViz has two main unique features that distinguish it from
other techniques. (1) It provides an extensible interface that allows
users to visualize various types of data by defining five abstract
functions, without delving into the details of the MapReduce
algorithms. We show how it is used to create four types of
visualizations, namely, scatter plot, road network, frequency heat
map, and temperature heat map. (2) HadoopViz is capable of
generating big images with giga-pixel resolution by employing
a three-phase approach of partitioning, rasterize, and merging.
HadoopViz generates single and multi-level images, where the
latter allows users to zoom in/out to get more/less details. Both
types of images are generated with a very high resolution using the
extensible and scalable framework of HadoopViz.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an explosion in the amounts of
spatial data produced by several devices such as smart phones [14],
satellites [10], and medical devices [5]. A major need for all these
applications is the ability to visualize such big data by generating
an image that provides a bird’s-eye data view. Visualization is a
very common tool that allows users to explore the data and quickly
spot interesting patterns which are very hard to detect otherwise.
Examples of spatial data visualization include visualizing a world
temperature heat map representing NASA satellite data [4, 12], a
scattered plot of billions of tweets worldwide, a frequency heat
map for Twitter data showing the hot spots of generated tweets [7],
a road network for the whole world [6], or a network of brain neurons [8]. With this huge amounts of data, users should be able to
zoom in and out in the generated image to explore the data with
more details in a specific region.
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While there are several techniques that visualize spatial data [3,6,
9, 13, 16], they mainly rely on single-machine main-memory algorithms that cannot handle terabytes of data. GPUs implementations
provide significant speedup [11], but are still limited by the main
memory capacity. Therefore, distributed algorithms have been proposed to visualize big spatial data [4, 12, 15]. However, they suffer from at least one of the two main limitations: (1) each algorithm is designed for a specific type of visualization (e.g., satellite
data [4, 12] or 3D triangles [15]), and (2) algorithms are designed
to produce small images. Hence, they do not scale up to generate
giga-pixel images that catch details of the underlying data.
This demo presents HadoopViz; an extensible MapReduce system for visualizing big spatial data. HadoopViz is open source and
is available as a part of SpatialHadoop [1]. HadoopViz overcomes
the two limitations described above as: (1) It uses a visualization abstraction that abstracts the visualization process into five
functions, namely, smooth, create-raster, rasterize,
merge, and write, that are defined separately for each application (e.g., road networks, scatter plot, frequency heat map, and
satellite data). To extend HadoopViz to support one more image
type, user just needs to define these five abstract functions, which
do not require any knowledge of MapReduce or distributed programming. (2) HadoopViz can efficiently produce giga-pixel images using a three-phase approach: The partitioning phase splits
the data into small partitions, the rasterize phase creates partial images for these partitions, and the merging phase combines them into
the final image. The three phases are implemented using the five
abstract functions giving HadoopViz the flexibility to support various types of visualization. We show that this technique is capable
of generating fixed-resolution single-level images as well as highresolution multilevel images with up to giga pixels of resolution.
During the demonstration, we will present HadoopViz running
on a cluster of 20 nodes loaded with three datasets: (1) NASA data
containing daily snapshots of world temperature for 15 years totaling 3TB of raster data, (2) Twitter dataset containing two Billion
tweets collected over two years, and (3) world road network from
OpenStreetMap (OSM) with 700 Million road segments. These
datasets will be used to show four types of visualizations: (1) Temperature heat map for NASA data where each region is colored according to its average temperature, (2) Scatter plot of tweets where
each one is represented by a dot on a zoomable map, (3) Frequency
heat map for tweets where each region is colored according to the
frequency of tweets around it, and (4) Road network visualization
for OSM dataset. In addition to inspecting the final output, the
demonstration will allow the audience to examine the intermediate
partial images to investigate the differences between the employed
visualization algorithms. We will also walk the audience though
the steps of defining a new image type and visualizing it.
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3. ALGORITHMS

(a) Not smoothed

(b) Smoothed

Figure 1: Smoothing of road segments

2.

VISUALIZATION ABSTRACTION

HadoopViz is an extensible framework that can support a myriad of visualization procedures for various image types. The goal is
to make the designers of visualization algorithms worry free from
the scalability and detailed implementation of their algorithms.
HadoopViz already ships with modules for visualizing four image types, namely, temperature heat map, scattered plot, frequency
amp, and road network. To support one more image type within
HadoopViz, one will need to define the following five abstract functions for the new image type:
1. Smooth. This is an optional abstract function. If defined,
it fuses input nearby records together to produce a better
looking final image. For example, when visualizing a road
network, the non-desired output in Figure 1(a) is produced
when this function is not applied. Figure 1(b) shows the desired output where the smooth function merges intersecting
road segments. In another example when visualizing satellite
data, this function is applied to estimate missing values by
interpolating nearby values [4].
2. Create-raster. This abstract function initializes a raster
layer that is used as a canvas to draw records. It takes the
desired width and height of the raster layer in pixels as inputs, and it outputs an initialized raster layer of the given
resolution. For example, when visualizing a road network,
this function returns an in-memory blank image of the given
size. To visualize a frequency heat map, it returns a twodimensional array of integers which acts as a histogram to
count number of points in each entry.
3. Rasterize. This abstract function is called for each input
record to plot it on a raster layer. For example, when visualizing a road network, the Bresenham mid-point algorithm [2]
is used to draw a line on the image. When visualizing a heat
map, it updates the two-dimensional histogram based on the
point location.
4. Merge. This abstract function takes two partial raster layers
as input, and returns one raster layer representing the merging of the two input layers. This function is necessary because multiple intermediate raster layers might be covering
the same pixel in the final image. In this case, this function
computes the final value of that pixel according to a userdefined logic. For example, if the raster layers are images,
we take the average of each color component in the two pixels. In case of heat maps, two entries in the histogram are
merged by adding up the corresponding values.
5. Write. This abstract function is used to write the final raster
layer (i.e., image) to the output in a standard image format.
For example, when visualizing a road network, the raster
layer is an in-memory image, hence, this function just dumps
it to disk in a standard PNG format. However, in the case of
a heat map where the raster layer is a two-dimensional histogram, this function first generates an in-memory image by
mapping each entry in the histogram to a color based on its
value, and then dumps it to a disk as an image.

This section describes the core visualization algorithms supported by HadoopViz. These algorithms are divided into two categories based on the type of the generated image, namely, singlelevel and multi-level visualization algorithms. A single-level image consists of one image with a fixed resolution, while a multilevel image is generated at multiple resolutions allowing the users
to zoom into the image and see more details.

3.1 Single-Level Visualization
The input to HadoopViz single-level image visualization algorithm is a data file, its minimal bounding rectangle (InMBR), and
a desired ImageSize in pixels. The output is an image of the desired size. Figure 2(a) gives an architectural view of this algorithm,
which has the following three phases: (1) The partitioning phase
splits the input file into m partitions distributed over a set of computing nodes. (2) The rasterize phase draws a partial image out of
each partition i. First, it calls the smooth function, if provided,
to fuse nearby records per user-defined logic. Then, it initializes a
partial raster layer Ri using the create-raster function. Finally, it loops over the records r ∈ Ri and draws them on the
raster layer which is sent to the final merging phase. (3) The merging phase assembles the partial images together and writes the final output image. It initializes a final raster layer Rf using the
create-raster function. Then, it merges all partial raster layers into Rf using the merge function. Finally, it writes the final
image to the output using the write function.
An important decision that affects the behavior of this algorithm
is how the first phase partitions the data. HadoopViz employs either the default non-spatial Hadoop partitioner or a spatial-aware
partitioner. There are two cases in which we apply the spatial partitioner. First, if a smooth function is provided by the user, then
a spatial partitioning is required to ensure that nearby records are
processed together in one partition as required by the smoothing
logic. Second, if the generated image is very large, a spatial partitioning is employed to speed up the visualization process. In this
case, each partition only covers a small region of the input space,
which causes partial images to be much smaller than the full image.
This speeds up the whole algorithm as the size of intermediate data
becomes much smaller and the final merge step has less work to do.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the difference in the merge step
when non-spatial and spatial partitioners are used, respectively.
When a non-spatial partitioner is used, each partition covers the
whole input space and partial images have to be overlaid to produce
the final image (Figure 2(b)). On the other hand, when a spatial
partitioner is used, partial images are small and non-overlapping,
which means the merge step has to stitch them together to produce
the final image 2(c).
In this demonstration, we will show that when the image is very
large, the saving in the merge step pays off the overhead of spatial
partitioning.

3.2 Multilevel Visualization
This section presents HadoopViz algorithm for generating multilevel images where users can zoom in to see more details. Figure 2(d) gives an example of a multi-level image containing 1, 4,
and 16 image tiles in three zoom levels, each of a fixed default size
256× 256 pixels. Throughout this demo, we also call it a pyramid
of three levels. Each tile is identified by the triple hz, c, ri, where z
is the zoom level and (c, r) is its position in that level. Web maps
(e.g., Google and Bing Maps) use this technique by generating a
pyramid of 17 levels for the whole world in an offline phase, while
the web interface browses through these images.
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Figure 2: Single-level and Multi-level Visualization Algorithms
In this section, we describe two algorithms which carry out the
offline generation process efficiently by employing the MapReduce
technique. These algorithms use the same five abstract functions
defined earlier, which allow users to generate multilevel images
without any additional implementation.
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3.2.1 Flat Partitioning Algorithm
The flat partitioning algorithm follows the three-phase algorithm, partition, rasterize, and merge: (1) The partitioning phase
uses one of the two partitioning techniques as described in the
single-level algorithm, namely, non-spatial or spatial partitioning.
(2) The rasterize phase creates one raster layer Rt for each tile t
in the pyramid. Each record r ∈ Ri is rasterized to every tile t it
overlaps. All these raster layers have to be kept in memory until
all records are rasterized. Then, these raster layers are sent to the
final merging phase. (3) The merging phase merges all raster layers {Rt } belonging to each tile t. This phase is necessary because
two different partitions might overlap the same pyramid tile which
means each of them would generate a partial image for that tile.

3.2.2 Pyramid Partitioning Algorithm
The flat-partitioning algorithm suffers from two main drawbacks. First, it has a huge memory requirement as the rasterize
phase has to keep all partial raster layers in memory. Second, the
merge phase might be too expensive with large pyramids as it needs
to merge each pyramid tile separately. The pyramid partitioning
algorithm overcomes these two drawbacks by employing a multilevel pyramid partitioning technique. In this technique, the data is
partitioned according to a pyramid structure such that records overlapping with each pyramid tile are grouped together in one partition. This overcomes the above limitations by: (1) saving the memory in the rasterize phase by allowing it to work on only one raster
layer at a time, and (2) completely eliminating the merge phase as
each tile is generated by exactly one machine.
This algorithm solves the two drawbacks of the flat-partitioning
algorithm, but it still suffers from two other drawbacks. First, it has
to pay an extra overhead of partitioning the input which replicates
each record to all overlapping tiles. Second, it performs poorly on
pyramid levels towards the top as each tile overlaps with too much
data. At one extreme, the root tile covers the whole input space and
therefore overlaps with all records in the input.
To summarize, these two algorithms complement each other in
the sense that the flat partitioning algorithm is used to generate the
top-levels of the pyramid, say levels 0-4, while the pyramid partitioning algorithm generates the deeper levels. Since each tile is
stored as a separate image, there is no real need for any further
processing to merge the output of the two algorithms. This finding
is further shown in the demonstration by experimenting the per-
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Figure 3: Web Interface

formance of both algorithms in generating different levels of the
pyramid.

4. WEB INTERFACE
Figure 3 shows the primary web interface used during the
demonstration, while the actual computation is happening on a
backend cluster of 20 nodes running on Amazon EC2. The interface contains three main sections, dataset selector, visualization
options, and generated image.
The dataset selector on the left lists down all datasets loaded in
the cluster. We use three main datasets in our demonstration: (1) A
temperature dataset which is collected by NASA satellites [10] in
a daily basis for 15 years totaling 3TB of compressed raster data,
(2) A twitter dataset of 2 Billion geotagged tweets collected over a
period of two years, and (3) A road network dataset for the whole
world extracted from OpenStreetMap with over 700 Million road
segments. We also provided smaller subsets of these datasets by
selecting smaller spatial and temporal ranges. This makes it easier to rerun the visualization algorithm in a short time and let the
audience watch its progress.
Once a dataset is selected, the visualization options pane provides users with the options available for visualizing this dataset.
This includes the choice of the image type (i.e., single- or multilevel), the partitioning technique (i.e., non-spatial, spatial, or pyramid), the application of the smooth function, the size of the generated image for single-level, and number of levels for multilevel.
As the user clicks ‘Visualize’, the visualization process starts and
the results are shown in area at the bottom. The system also caches
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(a) Road network

(b) Frequency heat map

(c) Temperature heat map

Figure 4: Examples of generated images using HadoopViz
the results and displays them right away instead of rerunning the
visualization process. This allows the audience to quickly review
some preprocessed scenarios without having to wait, especially, for
very large datasets that might take a few minutes to process.
The generated image area at the bottom of the screen displays
the results of the generation process. If the selected image has been
previously generated, the interface show cached results, otherwise,
the visualization process is started and the results are shown afterwards. Upon completion of the visualization algorithm, the generated image area displays the generated image along with the total
processing time for that image and the amount of intermediate data
(i.e., partial images) in bytes. This gives users an insight of the performance of different partitioning techniques. In addition, users can
ask to preview the intermediate partial images which helps with a
better understanding of how the different algorithms work and how
the merging phase differs in these algorithms.

5.

DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO

During the demonstration, the attendees will be able to understand three key components in HadoopViz, the visualization abstraction, and the performance of both single-level and multilevel
visualization algorithms.
To show the flexibility of HadoopViz, the attendees will generate the four types of images for medium-sized datasets and show
that they all run using the same underlying MapReduce program.
Figure 4 gives an example of visualizing the road network, tweets
as a frequency map, and satellite data as a temperature heat map.
In addition, the audience can browse the source code of the five
abstract functions for each case study to observe the simplicity and
expressiveness of the abstract interface. For each case study, we
show that the overall source code of the five functions is less than
100 lines-of-code.
To show the performance of the single-level algorithm, attendees
will run it with all combinations of small/large images and nonspatial/spatial partitioning, with a total of four runs. Attendees will
be able to see from the running times that non-spatial partitioning
is more efficient for a small image, while the spatial partitioning is
more suitable for a large image. This confirms what we have described earlier in Section 3.1. To better understand this behavior,
attendees will be able to see the partial images generated in each
case along with the total size of intermediate data. In the case of
a small image, non-spatial partitioning produces very small data,
making it more efficient than spatial partitioning as the partitioning step is simpler. With large images, spatial partitioning pays an
overhead for spatially partitioning the data but it pays off with the
huge reduction in the amounts of intermediate data.
The performance of the multilevel visualization algorithm will
be shown by running the visualization process four times using the
two partitioning techniques, i.e., flat and pyramid partitioning; each

of them runs twice to generate levels 0-4 and 5-10. Similar to the
single-level algorithm, we show that flat-partitioning is more efficient when it comes to generating the top of the pyramid, while
pyramid-partitioning works the best with the deeper levels of the
pyramid. Showing the size of intermediate data in cases will clearly
explain this behavior where the size of intermediate data explodes
with flat-partitioning while it increases only gradually with pyramid partitioning. In addition, the audience will be able to see separate times for the rasterize and merging phases and observe the
huge saving when eliminating the merge phase in pyramid partitioning.

6.[1] http://spatialhadoop.cs.umn.edu/.
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